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Washington State University, Facilities Services, will be issuing a RFQ in late September 2021 for the purposes of identifying Design/Build teams for the Bustad HVAC Service Equipment Elements and Controls Upgrade. The project scope is to assess and or replace pneumatic actuators, pneumatic valves, add or revise control for some processes from the pneumatic final elements to electronic final elements such as electronic valves, actuators and variable frequency drives, and implement smart building strategies. Including but not limited to assessing the functionality of the elements on the air handlers, heat exchangers and other source service equipment in Bustad. The estimated total budget for design and construction is approximately $1,000,000.00.

Complete information regarding this solicitation may be found, once the RFQ is advertised, at the following web site address: https://facilities.wsu.edu/alt-pub-works/. No further project information is available at this time.
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